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‘‘Hello, hello—it’s English I speak!’’: a qualitative exploration of patients’ understanding of the science of clinical trials

M Stead, D Eadie, D Gordon, K Angus

Informed consent may be seriously compromised if patients fail to understand the experimental nature of the trial in which they are participating. Using focus groups, the authors explored how prospective trial participants interpret and understand the science of clinical trials by using patient information sheets relative to their medical condition. An opportunity was provided to hear in the patients’ own words how they interpret the information and why there is variable understanding. Respondents struggled to comprehend the meaning and purpose of concepts such as randomisation and double blinding, and found them threatening to their ideas of medical care. Suggestions are made about how to improve the national guidelines on written information for trial participants and pretesting of the information sheets is advocated.

A particular challenge for informed consent to taking part in a clinical trial is that of ensuring that patients understand the scientific nature of the trial. Random allocation of participants to different treatments is considered justifiable ethically only if a state of uncertainty exists about which treatment is better (‘‘equipoise’’). It is therefore important that participants understand that a trial involves randomisation and that they also understand, and accept, the reason for the randomisation.1,2 Where this aspect of a trial is not understood, patients may be unable to perceive the difference between research and standard care, and may labour under a ‘‘therapeutic misconception’’—that is, the belief that treatment is allocated on a therapeutic basis.3 This potential misconception has clear implications for informed consent.

Frequently, however, studies have demonstrated that understanding of these concepts is patchy.4 A study of Australian oncology outpatients found that only 43% knew that treatment would be decided by chance in a randomised controlled trial (RCT), and nearly three-quarters thought that their doctor would make sure they “got the best of the treatments” available (p. 38).5 In another study, nearly a quarter of the respondents believed that doctors “privately [know] which one of the investigated treatments is best” in an RCT (p. 969).6 Other studies have shown similar levels of misunderstanding.7-9 These findings suggest that a large proportion of prospective trial participants do not understand, or believe, information about randomisation when it is presented to them.

Similar findings have been shown in relation to the concept of equipoise. One study examined public understanding of the idea of equipoise by presenting information suggesting that a new treatment was promising, but that there was no evidence about whether it was better or worse than standard treatment.10 Despite this explanation, over half the respondents believed that the new treatment must be superior, and only 38% correctly understood the equipoise. Of the same study it was noted that, had it been a real trial, “the consent these people gave may have been ‘informed’, but the information was certainly not properly comprehended” (p. 1047).10

Uncertainty about randomisation and equipoise has been found to exist even among actual trial participants, who might be expected to have better understanding than the general public. Simes et al11 assessed knowledge levels among patients in “live” randomised oncology trials and found that, even when trial participants were given an explicit explanation of randomisation, more than half “still failed to understand” this element (p. 1067).11 In a beta-blocker trial, only 42% of patients were aware that allocation to experimental or control therapy was made by chance, and even patients who apparently fully understood the design of the study occasionally implied that they “believed that [the trial] was really a therapeutic programme” (p. 300).12

Despite a plethora of studies quantifying patients’ poor understanding of the science of clinical trials, relatively few have attempted to explore how patients interpret these concepts and why understanding seems poor. Quantitative methods such as surveys or experiments can compare levels of knowledge in different groups of patients, or examine whether different ways of framing information lead to better comprehension.1-3 However, such studies are less helpful for explaining why patients have such varying understanding—that is, whether the difficulties stem from the intrinsic complexity of the science itself, from badly written patient information sheets, or from the social context and the emotional stresses surrounding the decision to participate in a trial. Nor do they allow researchers to hear patients’ voices—that is, how people, in their own words, really interpret and feel about complex clinical information. Qualitative research is able to provide these insights.14-17 This qualitative study, part of a larger study into the role of written information in the informed consent process commissioned by NHS Lanarkshire Research Ethics Committee (REC), explored how prospective trial participants interpret

Abbreviations: RCT, randomised controlled trial; REC, research ethics committee
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and understand the science of clinical trials using patient information material relevant to their medical condition.

**METHOD**

Four focus groups were conducted, each comprising between four and seven participants. Ten women and 14 men (aged 42–77 years) participated. They were from a range of occupational backgrounds including being unemployed and retired. The sample was drawn from patients with type I and II diabetes in Lanarkshire. Potential participants were screened at their annual consultant review using three selection criteria: aged over 18 years, diagnosed with type I or II diabetes more than 12 months previously, and not currently participating in a diabetes clinical trial. Patients who satisfied the selection criteria were provided with an information pack and invited to opt in to the study. This resulted in a total of 24 responses to the research team. The procedure ensured that the researchers did not have access to any patient information other than that provided by respondents themselves on the consent forms.

**Research questions and materials**

The focus group discussions began with a general exploration of respondents’ awareness, experiences, and understanding of medical research and clinical trials. They were then shown anonymised patient information sheets from three recently completed trials, and asked to discuss in detail how they would respond to such information themselves, focusing in particular on sections outlining the experimental nature and procedures of the trial, such as the random allocation process, the use of placebo if relevant, and double blinding. Before the study, the REC supplied the researchers with six information sheets. A series of standard readability tests were conducted on all six information sheets to identify three of high, medium, and low readability respectively. The three sheets were also selected to represent different trial types (see table 1).

The study was approved by a neighbouring REC to avoid any conflict of interest that may have arisen had it been reviewed by the REC that commissioned it.

**FINDINGS**

As part of the warm-up discussion, respondents were invited to examine their understanding of the terms “medical research” and “clinical trials”. Medical research was perceived very positively and equated with a broad striving for better knowledge—“looking for a cure for cancer”—and with the more specific practice of testing drugs before releasing them on to the market. The concept of clinical trials evoked similar reactions, although with a greater emphasis on the mechanics of the process—for example, several mentioned having seen newspaper advertisements offering to pay people to take a new drug or undergo tests. It was also regarded with more ambivalence and unease than was medical research. This was reflected in the frequent use of the term “guinea pigs” and in scepticism about the motives of the commercial institutions involved:

I would take it with a pinch of salt—if it’s a drugs company that’s in charge they’ve got to get something to sell.

Respondents were then given patient information sheets to read (two per group). These were used to explore their understanding of the terms “placebo”, “randomisation” and “double blinding”, and how they felt about participating in a trial involving these procedures. It was immediately apparent that the technical language formed a barrier:

[Sheet A] The first paragraph’s a disaster. “A randomised, double-blind study to compare the durability …” Hello, hello—it’s English I speak!

[Sheet C] It’s double-Dutch. It’s like when your doctor tells you there is something wrong with you and he explains it to you in medical terms. And then you say to him, “Excuse me doctor, could you explain that in layman’s terms so I can understand?”

When asked specifically to concentrate on such sections in the focus groups, some respondents visibly “switched off” or struggled with the material. Although sheet A, with the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Table 1</strong> Informed consent patient information sheets used in the study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title of trial</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A</strong>: A study of Siglogasone in patients with type II diabetes, not previously treated with oral medication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B</strong>: A study in patients with type II diabetes comparing Taglipogasone with placebo when added to existing therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C</strong>: A Phase II, double-blind, placebo-controlled, randomised, two-period crossover, short term safety and efficacy study of repeat oral doses of WeN 1976 in patients with diabetic neuropathy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Calculated by averaging Flesch–Kincaid, SMOG, FOG and Fry test scores for each information sheet.*
lowest (that is, best) readability score, appeared to cause relatively fewer difficulties than the other two sheets overall, the respondents struggled with both the technical language and the scientific content in all three sheets.

Understanding of the meaning and purpose of placebo

Two of the information sheets (B and C) referred to a placebo, while one (A) involved a comparison group. There was fairly widespread awareness of the term “placebo”, which was understood to be a “kid-on” or “dummy tablet” administered as if it were a genuine drug but with no therapeutic effect. However, despite this surface understanding of placebo, further exploration suggested an incomplete grasp of its purpose and some discomfort with the idea of its use in practice. Comments such as “There would be no point in taking part if you know you are going to get the dummy pill. What is the point?” implied both a lack of understanding of the scientific need for the placebo, and a widely held belief that a key reason for participating in a trial was for therapeutic gain: to receive a superior treatment, alleviate current symptoms, or steady the rate of disease progression.

If your feet were sore [that is, if you suffered from neuropathy], it would help you so I would definitely go for it. It can result in amputations if you’re a diabetic.

If they were offering to help keep my levels down I’d be really willing to go ahead.

This enthusiasm for trial participation in principle was tempered by the realisation, on reading the information sheet, that some participants might actually receive “nothing”. In other words, the concept of using a dummy pill was acceptable if other people were the recipients but not oneself.

Another barrier to understanding was that the concept of patients receiving placebo treatment without being aware of it was implausible to respondents. It did not reflect the reality of their own experience, in which variations in treatment regimen produced instantly recognisable biofeedback:

If you are a type II diabetic and they take away your normal tablets and give you a kid-on thing—surely to [goodness] you’re going to shoot up. They can’t do that! Surely if you were getting the placebo you’d be as high as a kite or all over the place.

There was also considerable unease about the perceived morality of what was seen as withholding treatment from the placebo group:

Anybody who gets the placebo is going to be much worse for a start. That is not thought out. She takes a drug just now and she would have to stop and take either the placebo or the other thing and she wouldn’t know which. You cannot drop the one and take a placebo “cos your health would then go down the plug hole. I cannot see anybody doing that.

In the information sheet describing the trial that triggered these concerns, it stated that patients would receive either the placebo or the active study drug in addition to their regular antidiabetic medication, but the assumption that placebo equalled inferior care was so strong that respondents tended to persist in their interpretation even when the trial treatment details were clarified.

Only a few explanations revealed an understanding of the scientific need for placebo. The two comments below reflected minority views; one implied an awareness of the need to control for placebo effect, while the other implied an understanding of the need for meaningful comparison.

It’s all to do with your head, you think you’re feeling better or something like that.

It’s so that when they come to the end of the trial they can say that it would appear to make a difference to those that were actually on the drug.

Those who get the real stuff should show a marked improvement.

Understanding of the meaning and purpose of randomisation

As with placebo, the respondents had a surface understanding of the concept. The notion of drawing names out of a hat or by computer was familiar, and there was general understanding from reading the information sheets of the mechanics of the process.

I think it is quite clear. I don’t think there is any difference between the computer randomly selecting somebody as picking a name out of a hat. It is just telling you if you are going to take the trial then that is how it will be done.

However, few fully understood or could articulate the purpose of random allocation. Only a handful of respondents recognised that investigators and health care professionals should be removed from the selection process so that they did not, consciously or subconsciously, allocate patients in such a way as to produce favourable results:

If you look at it the worst possible way—if I wanted to sell the drugs I would pick him [pointing at hypothetical patient] because he is well behaved and does what he’s felt. He doesn’t eat sugar. He doesn’t eat sweetsies. I’d go, “I’ll have him.” And then [pointing at another hypothetical patient] “Oh he’s on the bevvy every night and eating sugar”, so I’ll give him the placebo. You cannot do that. It has to be completely random once you have got your group and said they are all the same.

In the following more typical exchanges, the efforts of the first respondent to explain the importance of matched groups simply did not make sense to others in the group. This appeared to be partly fuelled by a belief that the investigators would want the trial to succeed, and would therefore naturally want to pick the “best” group of people to bring this about.

Respondent 1 (R1): Well that would kill the trial wouldn’t it? If he picked the best subjects for the trial—“She’s well behaved”—“cos you can tell with diabetics by looking at their long-term haemoglobin whether they are good, bad or indifferent … if it is going to be a trial, you have got to pick a group of people that are as near the same degree of …

Respondent 2 (R2): If they were doing the test properly they wouldn’t need the computer. If he is going to do the test properly he is going to want a variety of people. He wouldn’t want all the same level. He’s not going to pick people at the same level.
Informed consent can be said to be seriously compromised if patients do not fully comprehend the experimental nature of the trial in which they are participating. Our study supports the large number of studies suggesting that this is likely to be the case for many people. It also shows that people assign many different meanings to written information that clinicians and investigators assume to be objective and unambiguous, and provides insights into why these different interpretations occur.

It was clear from the focus group discussions that the language used in written patient information sheets, with its dense concentration of medical and scientific vocabulary, was difficult and off-putting to these respondents. It was also apparent from the range of interpretations they offered that they had varying levels of scientific literacy. A small number, for example, demonstrated a reasonable understanding of the principles of experimentation; but many did not. The “problem” of scientific literacy in the general population is not restricted to clinical trials; a recent US survey of public understanding of science found that only 30% of respondents could be judged to have a competent understanding of the scientific process. Concepts such as randomisation and equipoise, like risk and probability, are particularly difficult to grasp. The evidence that public understanding of these concepts is highly variable raises the question, for those involved in the informed consent process, as to what level of understanding would be considered ethically acceptable. Should the goal be that all trial participants have sufficient literacy to understand the finer points of equipoise and randomisation, or (simply) the basic elements of a trial such as treatment regimen, trial duration, side effects, and the right to withdraw? It is arguably unreasonable and unfeasible to expect “lay” people to have the same depth of understanding as clinicians and scientists. This is demonstrated by a study in which two hypothetical lung cancer trial scenarios were presented to samples of doctors and “lay people.” Only 19% of the doctors versus nearly half of the lay people said they would consent to one of the trials, because “the lay people were unable to discern differences in the acceptability of clinical trials which were clear to experts in the field” (p. 388). If full understanding in all patients is probably unattainable in practice, the question is therefore what level of understanding is appropriate, and how this is to be assessed?

UNDERSTANDING OF MEANING AND PURPOSE OF DOUBLE BLINDING

Few respondents had heard this term before, and explanation of its meaning generated surprise and unease. Some worried that clinicians’ ignorance of their treatment status could lead to inappropriate prescribing, or otherwise jeopardise their care; again, the notion conflicted with the importance attached to the doctor–patient relationship.

I wouldn’t take part if my doctor didn’t know I was taking part. I depend on my doctor. I depend on my diabetic nurse. I go every month and see her and I never miss an appointment. She tells me where I’m going wrong, if I’m doing anything wrong and how bad my level is.

As with randomisation, only a handful of respondents could venture a rationale for the double blinding. One explanation suggested the need to maintain patients’ ignorance of their experimental status, while another suggested that the main purpose was to reduce potential interference and bias:

Because if the doctor knows [your status] he could start inventing—“Oh aye we’ll put that down to a cold.” If you showed a symptom that was against what he wanted, he can manipulate the situation.

DISCUSSION

Informed consent can be said to be seriously compromised if patients do not fully comprehend the experimental nature of the trial in which they are participating. Our study supports the large number of studies suggesting that this is likely to be the case for many people. It also shows that people assign many different meanings to written information that clinicians and investigators assume to be objective and unambiguous, and provides insights into why these different interpretations occur.

It was clear from the focus group discussions that the language used in written patient information sheets, with its dense concentration of medical and scientific vocabulary, was difficult and off-putting to these respondents. It was also apparent from the range of interpretations they offered that they had varying levels of scientific literacy. A small number, for example, demonstrated a reasonable understanding of the principles of experimentation; but many did not. The “problem” of scientific literacy in the general population is not restricted to clinical trials; a recent US survey of public understanding of science found that only 30% of respondents could be judged to have a competent understanding of the scientific process. Concepts such as randomisation and equipoise, like risk and probability, are particularly difficult to grasp. The evidence that public understanding of these concepts is highly variable raises the question, for those involved in the informed consent process, as to what level of understanding would be considered ethically acceptable. Should the goal be that all trial participants have sufficient literacy to understand the finer points of equipoise and randomisation, or (simply) the basic elements of a trial such as treatment regimen, trial duration, side effects, and the right to withdraw? It is arguably unreasonable and unfeasible to expect “lay” people to have the same depth of understanding as clinicians and scientists. This is demonstrated by a study in which two hypothetical lung cancer trial scenarios were presented to samples of doctors and “lay people.” Only 19% of the doctors versus nearly half of the lay people said they would consent to one of the trials, because “the lay people were unable to discern differences in the acceptability of clinical trials which were clear to experts in the field” (p. 388). If full understanding in all patients is probably unattainable in practice, the question is therefore what level of understanding is appropriate, and how this is to be assessed?
Our study suggested that limited scientific literacy was not, however, the only barrier to understanding. For many respondents, it was not simply that they did not fully understand the concepts of placebo, random allocation, and double blinding—they disliked and resisted them. The peculiar nature of the equipoised RCT whereby, contrary to a patient’s expectations of medical care, doctors abdicate decisions to chance, profess to ignorance, and do not know what treatment a patient is being given, appears to pose particular barriers to understanding and acceptance. Thornton suggests that one explanation for patients’ dislike of randomisation is its emphasis on chance rather than choice, which neglects one of the important factors in treatment and healing—patient confidence in the treatment decision. Snowdon et al’s qualitative study of parents of seriously ill children participating in clinical trials found similar unease about the concept of randomisation. The parents felt that randomisation was hard to accept, using words such as “unfair”, “tough” and “heartless”, and maintained that it was used to save doctors fromショルダリング—the responsibility of deciding which critically ill baby should receive the new treatment, or as a rationing tool when faced with limited resources. Some rejected the justification of medical uncertainty, arguing that doctors “should have known” which treatment was best. Parents who were assigned to the standard treatment group felt that the new treatment had been “snatched away from them” (p. 1347).

It has been argued that apparent ignorance or misunderstanding of scientific explanation may represent a resistance to information that runs counter to one’s beliefs or reduces feelings of control over one’s own life. For example, Stockdale suggests that ignorance of genetics “is not just an absence of knowledge [but] can be a willed response to a situation … refusal to accept or understand genetic information may be an effective coping mechanism” (p. 141). The implication from Snowdon et al’s study of parents of seriously ill children, and to a lesser extent our own study, is that rejection of unsettling information (such as that a patient’s own doctor would wilfully not know or by implication care whether he or she received the “better” experimental treatment) is a way of maintaining one’s worldview and trust in medical care in the face of apparent threats.

There are clear limits to what written information alone can do to overcome these many and complex barriers to understanding and acceptance. The quality of communication between the person obtaining consent and the patient is clearly fundamental to properly informed consent. This is a largely unobserved and unknown area. Our study does, however, highlight a number of possible areas where modest improvements may be made in written patient information.

First, the study highlights the need for written information to go beyond simply explaining the mechanics of randomisation and treatment allocation to explaining, as simply and clearly as possible, why things are done the way they are. In our study, as in others, the respondents grasped how randomisation was performed; what they did not understand was why. Why is it important—for example, that health professionals and investigators are removed from the allocation process? Why is it necessary for some people in the trial to receive a placebo treatment?

Secondly, written information should acknowledge and address patients’ unease about randomisation and other aspects of clinical trials. It should reassure the reader, for example, that care will not be jeopardised or inappropriate treatment choices made as a result of computerised allocation and double blinding.

Thirdly, national guidelines on the details of written informed consent should be revised to address the above two points. The Central Office for Research Ethics Committees guidelines for the development of written consent information list key headings under which information must be given, including the research methods (for example, randomisation). This is a comprehensive list that covers all the relevant medical and legal requirements. The guidelines also offer some sample sentences to describe concepts such as “randomisation”, “blind”, “cross-over”, and “placebo” (see table 2). Some of these were replicated or adapted in the information sheets examined in this study.

However, the guidelines could go beyond these rather mechanistic descriptions to address such questions as why it is important to avoid bias and why doctors should take no part in the allocation. They could also advise on how the “therapeutic misconception” can be minimised or avoided, and could emphasise to the producers of information that many patients find the idea of medical uncertainty troubling and unexpected. In an effort to make the explanations “easily understood by a lay person”, the guidelines possibly err on the side of omitting important information or assuming that patients are unable to follow a more complex argument.

Finally, where possible, informed consent patient information sheets should be “tested” with a sample of the target audience. Testing, or “pretesting” as it is usually called, can be illuminating in demonstrating to the producers of information how people really respond to this information, and the gulf between what is intended and what is received. It could be used in the development of details on informed consent to assess the overall comprehensibility of the information, whether there are particular stumbling blocks to understanding, and whether the basic design, purpose, mechanics, and possible consequences of the trial are understood. Testing can also ensure that the information does not provoke undue alarm or paint too rosy a picture of the study in prospective participants’ minds. This small-scale qualitative study, involving focus group discussions with small groups of patients, provides a model for how such testing could be conducted and used to enhance the quality of written informed consent information.

Table 2  Examples of sample wording from Central Office for Research Ethics Committees guidelines for the development of written consent information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Suggested sample text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Randomised trial</td>
<td>“Sometimes because we do not know which way of treating patients is best, we need to make comparisons. People will be put into groups and then compared. The groups are selected by a computer which has no information about the individual—i.e. by chance. Patients in each group then have a different treatment and these are compared.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blind trial</td>
<td>“In a blind trial you will not know which treatment group you are in. If the trial is a double-blind trial, neither you nor your doctor will know in which treatment group you are (although, if your doctor needs to find out he/she can do so).”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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